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Overview
• Sectoral Trends

– Farm Employment-Fresh Produce ! Demand

– Green Industry -Growing Demand and Payroll

– Meatpacking in a new Regulatory Environment

• Colorado’s Policy and Regulatory Issues

– The 2007 Production Season Shocks

• HB 1325 to remedy shortcomings of H2-A

– Exploring the Role of Buying Power among

Workers:  A Regional Modeling Approach



Farm Employment

• U.S. farms hired 1.12 million workers during the
harvest months of 2007 (October)
– Up 3% from 2006

– 806,000 workers were hired directly by farm operators.
Agricultural service intermediated 316,000 workers

– Up over 100,000 workers over the past decade

• Mountain II region went against the national
trend

–  Decreased worker numbers (almost 1/3
decline) while …..

• Hours per week increased from 38 to 43

• May suggest shortages or employer perceived risks



US Farmworker Earnings

• Workers earned $10.33 per hour during the
October 2007 reference week

– Up 37 cents  per hour from a year earlier.

• Avg hourly wage increased-$7.88 to $8.10
– Field workers $9.62 per hour, up 36 cents

– Livestock workers earned $9.98 up from $9.42 in 2006

•  Average hours per week dropped from 40.3
to 40.1, virtually the same.



USDA-ERS Costs of Production Data

• For  US, labor’s share of production expenses was
10.6% in 2006, up from 9.5% in 1993

• For the Western region (less CA, WA)
– $3.38 billion or 13% of total expenses was higher

• The share of expenses in 2000 was 11.4%

– The increase in share of expenses was also greater than
the national average

• CA’s labor share jumped from 21.5% to 26%
– Significantly higher than US and Mountain numbers,

representing $101,000 per farm and $7.75 billion
payroll



The Mountain Region
• Wages increased from $9.80 to $10.66, now

above the national average.

– Double the national average increase

– Mid sized farms (between $250-500,000 in
sales) paid the most

– Appears some scale issues are present

• Mountain producers spent $12,387 per year
on hired labor on average

–  For a total of $1.64 billion

– Up from $9,093/farm and $1.05 billion in 1993



A Broader View of Agriculture…

• U.S. industry estimates that consumers spent
nearly $40.7 billion on garden-related products in
2001
– Up 12.1% from $36.3 billion in 2000

– The average U.S. household spent $444 on lawn and
garden goods in 2001

• Danziger

• The green industry is high relative labor user

• Among US ornamental production firms (19,878),
over $3.5 billion paid to 376,194 workers



Colorado Green Industry

• In 2006, the green industry in Colorado
directly accounted for $1.27 billion,

– Estimated $2.9 billion dollars after wholesale,
retail and end-user adjustments.

• This sector employed 34,971 workers in
2006 and payrolls totaled $1.235 billion.  

– Increase of 918 workers between 2005 & 2006

– Payroll increased by over $84 million



Colorado Green Industry Trends
in Thousands



Meatpacking in Colorado

• 6500 workers employed in this sector in

2006, down from 7600 5 years earlier

– Stable number of employers

– Payrolls were down from 220 to 200 million

– Returned to 210 million in 2006, with lower

worker numbers! Higher earnings

• Annual average pay tops $32,000, a 10%

increase over 2001

– Actually lower than average “green” worker



Meatpacking Labor Trends



Future Issues for Ag Related

Labor in Colorado

Migrants, Policies and Economic

Contributions



Colorado’s Experience
• $59.9 million: Estimated potential losses because of labor

shortages in 2006

• 50% to 75%: Estimated share of the work force with

questionable documentation.
– Farms' harvest: lack of workers Growers claiming new immigration laws root cause, Deborah Frazier

And Fernando Quintero, Rocky Mountain News, September 9, 2006

• BRUCE TALBOTT: The H2A program ….a very

expensive, bureaucratic and cumbersome process,

– Pays $2,400 each year just to apply and $300 per worker for visas

and security certification.

– 35 H2A workers, he paid $160 for round-trip transportation and a

higher hourly wage :$8.64 an hour in Colorado whereas he used to

pay just over $7 an hour

• Farmers in Colorado Struggle with Labor Shortage: Lehrer News

Hour, August 2007



The H2-A Program

• Employers gain approval to hire approx.

45,000 seasonal guest workers per year

– Even though H-2A workers account for only a

small percentage (less than 2%) of total [U.S.]

farmworker population, has more than doubled in

size in the last decade (DOL, 2002).

• Nonimmigrant admissions (1-94) to Colorado:

– 2004: 302,882 (1% of US)

– 2005: 322,198 (1%)

– 2006: 355,991 (1.1%)



Colorado “H2-A”
• In 2007, H2-A approved applications for all but 28

of 1,953 workers requested by CO farmers

– Yet, requests were handled too slowly

according to some

• Colorado's bipartisan bill essentially mirrors the

federal H2-A program –
– sponsor, Rep. Marsha Looper, R-Calhan

– bill sets up a pilot program to help farmers and ranchers

use the federal H-2A visa program

– visas last for <=10 months



HB 1325 in Colorado

• CO hires agents, most likely in Mexico,

–  to help potential workers with paperwork and

coordinate medical screenings

• Farmers still have to meet requirements;

– HB 1325 has goal to process visas in 60 days or

less.  (down from 168 day average last year)

– Expedite 1,000 seasonal workers the first year

and 1,000 more each year until it reaches 5,000

– Earlier version included safeguards: employers

withhold 20% of wages paid after return home



The Bigger Question…

• Do visiting workers (vs. those offered a path

to legalization) MUTE the economic

contribution of sectors?

– Industries use their “economic clout” to gain

favor in political processes

– Yet, if labor/employment is not directly

impactful to Colorado communities, are these

impacts exaggerated?



The Link to Broader Community

Economy



Tracking the Role of Labor

• Should there be more focus on the

contribution of workers to economies?

– Many industries promote their “economic

impact”, of which, labor spending is significant

– What “buying power” do the workers have?

Where it is spent matters…

• What share are migrant?  What share are H2-A?

– Does their “regional purchase coeff” differ?

– Impacts the relative economic contribution of labor?

• What share would leave these jobs if more legal?



What about Economic

Implications of Payrolls?

• Estimate Buying Power of the Hispanic

Labor Force in Ag-Related Fields?

– By major employment sector

– Lower for Migrants and H2As?

• Remittances are one “leakage”, but also, do we treat

H2As more like “tourists”?

– Would authorization/amnesty reduce this

leakage?



By the Numbers…

• Hispanic spending power -

– 860 Billion (2007 estimate U. of Georgia)

• Income for all Hispanics in CO, $33,512

– In Green Industry - $29,211, 15% lower

– In meatpacking, $32,220,  4% lower

– Avg expenditures for green workers- $31,593

• Total of $1.1 billion for all workers

– Avg exp. (for meat packing) - $37,868

• $250 million for all workers



Arriving at Impacts

• Adjustments to total buying power

– Share of Workforce that is Hispanic

– Share of Workforce that is Migrant/H2-A

• Treat like commuters

• Leakages and public issues

– What share of payroll spent locally?

– 54% Of the Hispanic foreign born population

remits an average of $2,076/yr.

– Health Care in our income brackets-$2,329

– Education in our income brackets-$314



Buying Power Potential



Annual Expenditures

• Housing $11,873

• Transportation $5,535

• Food $4,562

• Food (away from home) $1,742

• Health Care $2,238

• Utilities & Public Services $2,285

• Apparel & Services $1,286

• Education $352

• Other Expenses $ 1,720

• Annual Expenditures (Per employee) $31,593



Migrant Statistics

• Of 7.2 million unauthorized migrants

employed in March 2005, Large share in

more detailed occupational categories,

– 24% of all workers employed in farming

occupations, 14% in construction (similar to

green?) and 12% in food preparation
Passel, Jeffrey S. 2006, March 7. The size and characteristics of the unauthorized

migrant population in the U.S.: Estimates based on the March 2005 Current

Population Survey. Technical Report, Pew Hispanic Center.



NAWS Statistics

• 51% of sample overall admit either illegal

or “other authorization” or missing legal

status info;

• 65% of the foreign born sample reported

either illegal or “other authorization” or

missing legal status info

– FYs 1989-2006 Total Sample Size: 46,566



Effects on Turnover

• “…when an unauthorized worker was

granted amnesty, the probability that this

worker would be in agriculture in any given

month in the long run rose from 51.9 to

65.1% across genders.
– Lien H Tran, Jeffrey M Perloff (2002) “Turnover in

U.S. Agricultural Labor Markets,”  American Journal

of Agricultural Economics 84 (2), 427–437.



Potential Impacts on Labor

Dynamics
• Unauthorized workers working as authorized

workers may have longer expected job durations.

– The result indicates that the duration of the “typical”

unauthorized worker would be 4.4 percent longer if he

were working as an authorized worker, and 3.9 percent

larger if working as a permanent resident.

– Unauthorized workers working under a citizen status

would have shorter expected job durations.
• Iwai, N., O. Napasintuwong, and R.D. Emerson. 2005. “Immigration

Policy and the Agricultural Labor Market: The Effect on Job

Duration.” Working paper, International Agricultural Trade and

Policy Center, University of Florida.



Future Work
• Characterize the Buying Power of Different

Ag-Related Sectors

– Buying Power of Workers in these Sectors

• Compare against other Studies on Public Services

– IMPLAN analysis of Economic Contributions

• Modify by how different Labor/Staffing Choices

affects the Multipliers

• Potential Tool for Educating on how Labor

Recruitment and Authorization may impact

Local Economies



Labor Data Resources

• National Ag Worker Survey Data
– http://www.doleta.gov/agworker/naws.cfm

• Economic Research Service Farm Worker

Data
– http://www.ers.usda.gov/Briefing/LaborAndEducation/

farmlabor.htm

• National Ag Statistics Service Data
– http://www.nass.usda.gov/Charts_and_Maps/Farm_Lab

or/index.asp


